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Abstract
A Bayesian estimation problem is considered, in which the observation is a vector-valued,
continuous-time stochastic process of the ‘signal-plus-white-noise’ variety and approximations
based on sampling and quantisation of this process are developed. The problem includes
continuous-time nonlinear lters, interpolators and extrapolators as special cases. The eect of
quantisation is characterised by means of a central limit theorem, which shows that the resulting
loss of information is asymptotically equivalent to a modest reduction in signal-to-noise ratio {
even when the quantisation is quite coarse. Optimal thresholds are derived that minimise this loss
for a given degree of quantisation. The approximations based on quantised samples are shown
to be signicantly simpler than those based on raw samples, and this, in particular, allows the
use of higher sampling rates, reducing approximation errors and increasing estimator currency.
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1. Introduction
This article concerns Bayesian estimation problems in which the observation is a
vector-valued, continuous-time stochastic process of the following form:
Zt =
Z t
0
gs(X ) ds+Wt for 06t6T: (1)
Here, X is the quantity to be estimated, g(X ) a d-vector (signal) process, W a d-vector
standard Brownian motion (noise) process, independent of X , and T <1. Eq. (1) is
a rigorous way of expressing observations of a ‘signal-plus-white-noise’ type, in which
Z is an idealisation of the integral of the observations process g(X ) + ; where  is
‘wide-band’ Gaussian noise. The aim is to compute the distribution of X conditional
on Z , or at least some features of this distribution. For example, X could be a Markov
diusion process, the value of which we wish to estimate at a particular time . This
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is a nonlinear ltering problem if = T , a nonlinear interpolation problem if <T ,
and a nonlinear extrapolation problem if >T .
The theory of estimators of this type is mature: product-space and time-recursive so-
lutions to various nonlinear ltering, interpolation and extrapolation problems were de-
veloped by Stratonovich (1960), Kushner (1964, 1967), Bucy (1965), Wonham (1965),
and Zakai (1969), and an abstract Bayes formula (covering a broader range of esti-
mation problems) was established by Kallianpur and Striebel (1968). A fairly general
recursive formulation is given in Fujisaki et al. (1972), and the subject is treated
pedagogically by Liptser and Shiryayev (1977). There is also a growing literature on
approximation techniques (see, for example, Budhiraja and Kushner, 1998; Crisan and
Lyons, 1998, 1997; Le Gland, 1989, 1992; Di Masi et al., 1985; Bennaton, 1985;
Picard, 1984a).
Approximations that are to be implemented by digital processing techniques must,
ultimately, use samples of the observation process, and this introduces errors; more-
over, they must quantise these samples, and this introduces further errors. Most articles
on approximations investigate the rst source of errors only, and assume that the quan-
tisation is suciently ne so that its eects can be ignored. Observation quantisation
is investigated in the context of lters for diusions by Korezlioglu and Mazziotto
(1984). They show that lters based on quantised samples converge strongly to exact
lters as the sampling rate and quantisation renement increase, but only if the quan-
tisation renement increases rapidly in relation to the sampling rate. However, there is
no reason to require approximations to converge strongly. What are needed are discrete
algorithms that estimate X well (in the sense of error probability, mean-square error,
etc.) from sampled and quantised observations, and so it is more appropriate to consider
whether or not an approximation to the continuous-time estimator converges weakly.
A weak approximation will have errors with statistical properties similar to those of
the continuous-time estimator, whereas a strong approximation will have similar errors
outcome by outcome, which is more than we require.
It is shown in this article that little in performance is lost by the use of fairly coarse
quantisation of the observation samples, and there is certainly a lot to be gained by its
use: approximations that use coarsely quantised samples are computationally simpler
than those based on nely quantised samples, and this allows them to be used with
higher sampling rates than would otherwise be possible. This, in turn, reduces the errors
associated with time discretisation, and improves the currency of signal estimates, which
is important, for example, in feedback control systems. A large number of coarsely
quantised samples taken over a short time interval can contain as much information
as fewer, more nely quantised samples taken over the same period. In the context of
deterministic signal processing, this phenomenon is the basis of oversampled systems.
This article develops approximations to continuous-time estimators that are explicitly
based on quantised observation samples. Section 2 derives an asymptotic characterisa-
tion of observation quantisation, which shows that its eect is equivalent to a small
reduction in signal-to-noise ratio in (1). Optimal thresholds are derived for rectangular
quantisation schemes. Section 3 develops some approximations to the optimal esti-
mator based on quantised samples, and shows that they can be signicantly simpler
than their un-quantised counterparts. For Monte Carlo schemes based on the simulation
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of many outcomes of the signal process (including particle methods), the number of
oating-point multiplications per sample can be greatly reduced; whereas, for schemes
based on discretisations of stochastic ODEs or PDEs it is possible to pre-compute a
number of quantities for every possible value of a quantised sample, and to store the
results in ‘look-up tables’ for use in real-time implementations.
The results of Sections 2 and 3 are presented in the wider context of observation
sample pre-processing. In this, the observations process Z is rst sampled on the time
mesh 0; ; 2; : : : ; N, where N= T , to yield the following sequence of sample dier-
ences:
ZN;n = Zn − Z(n−1) for n= 1; 2; : : : ; N ; (2)
these are then normalised and pre-processed by a measurable function h:Rd ! M ,
where (M;M) is some measurable space. (For example, in the case of quantisation,
M is the set of natural numbers.) This yields the pre-processed observation sequence
YN;n = h(−1=2ZN;n) for n= 1; 2; : : : ; N; (3)
which forms the basis for estimating X . Other forms of pre-processing than quantisation
are useful in the context of discrete-time nonlinear lters (see Newton, 2000). They
include, for example, linear dimension reduction, where M =Rm for some m<d, and
h(z) = Bz
for some md matrix B. In the present context, where the noise samples are Gaussian,
the eect of this pre-processing operation is to replace the original observation Z by
the process BZ , and so the estimator based on pre-processed samples of Z is identical
to the estimator based on raw samples of BZ . In Newton (2000), where the noise
sequence is not necessarily Gaussian, the eect is not so trivial.
2. A characterisation of pre-processed estimators
In this section, estimators that use the pre-processed observations (3) are charac-
terised by means of a central limit theorem. First, however, a formal statement of the
estimation problem is given.
Let (
;F; P) be a probability space supporting independent random variables
X : 
! X;
and
W : 
! Z;
where (X;X) is a measurable space, (Z;Z) is the space of continuous functions from
[0; T ] to Rd, with Borel -eld Z, generated by the topology of the uniform norm,
and W is a d-dimensional standard Brownian motion. Let
g : [0; T ] X! Rd
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be a measurable function, and (Ft ; 06t6T ) the ltration on 
 generated by the
process (g(X ); W ). For each positive semi-denite d  d matrix A, let ZA be the
following observations process:
ZAt = A
Z t
0
gs(X ) ds+
p
AWt for 06t6T; (4)
where
p
A is any (xed) matrix such that
p
A
p
A
0
= A. The observation process ZA
can be thought of as having (matrix-valued) signal-to-noise ratio A. Finally, let FZ;A
and FY;N be the following observation -elds:
FZ;A = (ZAt ; 06t6T ) (5)
and
FY;N = (YN;n; n= 1; 2; : : : ; N ): (6)
In the sequel, we economise on notation by dropping the superscript A when A is the
identity matrix. Thus FZ is the -eld generated by the raw observations (1) (
p
I is
taken to be I), and FY;N is that generated by the pre-processed observations (3).
Suppose that
(H1) (gt(X ); Ft ; 06t6T ) is a semimartingale.
Then, for each positive semi-denite matrix A, and each z 2 Z; we can dene the
real-valued random variable
QA(z)=exp

g00(X )(zT −z0)+
Z T
0
(zT −zt)0 dgt(X )− 12
Z T
0
kgt(X )k2A dt

; (7)
where, for any u 2 Rd, kuk2A=u0Au. (We drop the subscript A when A is the identity.)
Theorem 2.1. Suppose that; in addition to (H1):
(H2) E
R T
0 kgt(X )k2 dt <1;
(H3) for any C<1 and any z 2 Z there exists an > 0 such that
sup
z2Z: k z−zk<
E exp

Ckg0(X )k+
Z T
0
z0t dgt(X )

<1;
then; for any measurable  : X! R with
Ej(X )ja <1 for some a> 1: (8)
(i) the mappings FA : Z! R; dened for positive semi-denite matrices A by
FA (z) =
E(X )QA(z)
EQA(z)
; (9)
are continuous; and
E((X ) jFZ;A) = FA (ZA) a:s:; (10)
(ii)
E((X ) jFY;N )− FH (N )! 0 in probability as N !1; (11)
where N is the following piecewise linear process:
N; t =
i(t)X
n=1
1=2f(YN;n) + −1=2(t − i(t))f(YN; (i(t)+1)^N ) for 06t6T;
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i(t) is the integer part of −1t; f: M ! Rd is any measurable function such that
f  h() = E( j h()) (12)
for a standard d-dimensional Gaussian random variable ;
H = Eff0  h(); (13)
and h is the pre-processing function of (3);
(iii) the conditional moment E((X ) jFY;N ) converges weakly to the conditional mo-
ment E((X ) jFZ;H ) as N !1.
Remark. 1. Part (i) of Theorem 2.1 provides robust versions of the moments
E((X ) jFZ;A) in the sense of Clark (1978). There is a substantial literature address-
ing the question of robustness in this sense (see, for example, Kushner, 1979; Davis,
1982; Elliott and Kohlmann, 1981; Fleming and Mitter, 1982; Sussmann, 1985). Most
articles on the subject treat lters for diusions and other Markov processes. More
general signal models are treated by Picard (1984b). The robustness result of Theorem
2.1(i) is proved here for the sake of completeness, and because the denitions and
formulations within the proof are used subsequently.
Robustness can be dened in weaker ways then Clark’s denition, allowing the
treatment of diusion problems in which the signal and observation noises are correlated
and the vector elds through which they enter the system model are non-commutative
(see Chaleyat-Maurel and Michel, 1986). For a comparison of some of the approaches,
see Chaleyat-Maurel (1986).
2. Let P(X;X) be the set of probability measures on (X;X). Choosing for  the
indicator functions of the sets in X; B(), we can dene the mappings
FA : Z! P(X;X)
by
FA(z)(B) =
EB(X )QA(z)
EQA(z)
for B 2 X:
It follows from part (i) of Theorem 2.1 that FA(Z)() is the distribution of X conditional
on FZ;A, and that FA is continuous in the sense of the topology on P(X;X) associated
with the convergence Pn ! P if
R
f dPn !
R
f dP for all bounded, measurable f:
X! R. (If X is topological space then FA is, of course, also continuous in the sense of
the topology of weak convergence.) It follows from parts (ii) and (iii) of the theorem
that the signed random measure P(X 2  jFY;N )−FH (N )() converges in the sense of
this topology to the zero measure, in probability, and that the conditional distribution
P(X 2  jFY;N ) converges in the sense of this topology to the conditional distribution
P(X 2  jFZ;H ), weakly.
3. Except in special cases, E((X ) jFY;N ) does not converge strongly to any limit.
Proof. For the purposes of the proof, the underlying probability space (
;F; P) is
taken to be the canonical space (XZ;XZ; PXZ), where PXZ is the distribution of
(X; Z). (Z becomes a mapping into Z if, for example, we dene it to be zero on the
subset of 
 for which
R T
0 kgt(X )k2 dt=+1.) X and Z are then the co-ordinate maps,
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X (x; z) = x and Z(x; z) = z, and W is given by (1). The following additional notation
will be used throughout the proof:
 PX is the distribution of X on (X;X).
 PW is Wiener measure on (Z;Z).
 PXW is the product measure PX  PW .
 EX ;EW ;EXZ and EXW are expectation operators with respect to the probability mea-
sures PX , PW , PXZ and PXW , respectively.
 ‘a.s. (PA)’ and ‘i.p. (PA)’ mean ‘almost surely’ and ‘in probability’ with respect to
the probability measure PA.
 YN =X  h−1N (MN ), where hN : Z! MN is dened by
hN (z) = (h(−1=2zN;1); h(−1=2zN;2); : : : ; h(−1=2zN;N )):
Note that  is a random variable on the space (X;X; PX ), and that (gt ; 06t6T ) is
a semimartingale with respect to the natural ltration on the same space. Thus EX ,R
z0t dgt , etc. are well dened on this space. We make extensive use of Fubini’s theorem
without further mention.
Because of (H2) and the independence of X and W under PXZ , PXZ  PXW (see, for
example, Liptser and Shiryayev, 1977, Chapter 6), and by a multi-dimensional version
of Theorem 3 in Kallianpur and Striebel (1968) (see, also Theorem 7:23 in Liptser
and Shiryayev, 1977) there exists a random variable, q : X  Z! R+, such that
0<EX q<1 a:s: (PW ); (14)
q=
dPXZ
dPXW
= exp
Z T
0
g0t(X ) dZt −
1
2
Z T
0
kgt(X )k2 dt

(15)
and
EXZ((X ) jFZ) = EX (X )qEX q : (16)
If z, zn 2 Z for n 2 N with zn ! z then, by a standard property of the stochastic
integral (see, for example, Dellacherie and Meyer, 1980, Chapter 8)Z T
0
z0n; t dgt !
Z T
0
z0t dgt i:p: (PX );
and so
QA(zn)! QA(z) i:p: (PX ): (17)
Holder’s inequality shows that, for a as in (8), b>a=(a− 1) and c = ab=(a+ b),
EX (jjQA(zn))c6(EX jja)c=a (EXQ0(zn)b)c=b; (18)
and so it follows from (8), (H3) and the Vallee{Poussin theorem that the sequence
on the left-hand side of (17) is uniformly integrable (PX ), and the convergence can
be ‘lifted’ to L1. Thus EX QA() is continuous. The same is clearly true of EXQA(),
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and it follows from (H2) and (H3) that 0<EXQA(z)<1 for all z 2 Z, and so FA ,
dened by (9), is also continuous.
From the developments in Stricker and Yor (1978) it is clear that there exists a
XZ-measurable version of Q, and from the denition of the stochastic integrals in
q and Q it follows that PXW (Q(Z)=q)=1 for this version. This proves (10) for A= I .
The proof for other values of A is essentially the same (but involves qA, PXZA, etc.).
This completes the proof of (i).
Standard properties of conditional expectations readily establish the following product-
space formulation of the pre-processed estimator:
EXZ((X ) jFY;N ) = EX (X )EXW (q jY
N )
EXEXW (q jYN ) : (19)
Let PN =X s−1N (BNd), where BNd is the Borel sigma-eld in RNd and sN : Z! RNd
is the sampling function dened by sN (z)=(zN;1;zN;2; : : : ;zN;N ), and let PXZN and
PXWN be the restrictions of PXZ and PXW to PN . Then
EXW (q jPN ) = dPXZNdPXWN
= exp
 
NX
n=1
( g0n−1(X )Zn − 12k gn−1(X )k2)
!
;
where
gn−1 = 
−1
Z n
(n−1)
gt dt for n= 1; 2; : : : ; N; (20)
and Zn is used as an abbreviation for ZN;n, and so the Radon{Nikodym derivative
in (19) has the form
EXW (q jYN ) =
NY
n=1
EXW (exp ( g0n−1(X )Zn − 12k gn−1(X )k2) jYN ): (21)
In the following, we show that
EXW (q jYN )− QH (N )! 0 i:p: (PXW ); (22)
to do this, we use a truncation argument. For any 06K <1, let
gK; t(x) =

gt(x) if kgt(x)k6K;
Kkgt(x)k−1gt(x) otherwise;
gK;n−1 = 
−1
Z n
(n−1)
gk; t dt;
qK = exp
Z T
0
g0K; t(X ) dZt −
1
2
Z T
0
kgK; t(X )k2 dt

;
QHK;N = exp
Z T
0
gK; i(t)(X ) dN; t −
1
2
Z T
0
kgK; t(X )k2H dt

:
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The mean-value theorem yields
QH (N )− QHK;N = (QH (N ))1−(QHK;N )
Z T
0
( gi(t)(X )− gK; i(t)(X ))0 dN; t
− 1
2
Z T
0
(kgt(X )k2H − kgK; t(X )k2H ) dt

(23)
for some 0<< 1 depending on the arguments of the exponentials. However,
EW (QHK;N )
46EW exp

4
Z T
0
g0K; i(t)(X ) dN; t

6EW exp

4
Z T
0
g0K; i(t)(X ) dN; t

+EW exp

−4
Z T
0
g0K; i(t)(X ) dN; t

6EW exp

4
Z T
0
g0K; i(t)(X ) dZt

+ EW exp

−4
Z T
0
g0K; i(t)(X ) dZt

= 2exp

6
Z T
0
k gK; i(t)k2 dt

6 2 exp

6
Z T
0
kgtk2 dt

:
The third inequality here follows from the fact thatZ T
0
g0K; i(t)(X ) dN; t = EXW
Z T
0
g0K; i(t)(X ) dZt jYN

and Jensen’s inequality. A similar argument places the same bound on EW (QH(N))4(1−).
Furthermore, because of (H2),
EW
Z T
0
( gi(t)(X )− gK; i(t)(X ))0 dN; t
2
6EW
Z T
0
( gi(t)(X )− gK; i(t)(X ))0 dZt
2
=
Z T
0
k gi(t) − gK; i(t)k2 dt
6
Z T
0
kgt − gK; tk2 dt
! 0 a:s: (PX ) as K !1;
also Z T
0
kgK; tk2H dt !
Z T
0
kgtk2H dt a:s: (PX ):
Thus Holder’s inequality can be applied to the right-hand side of (23) to show that
sup
N
EW jQH (N )− QHK;N j ! 0 a:s: (PX ) as K !1;
and so
QH (N )− QHK;N ! 0 i:p: (PXW ) uniformly in N as K !1: (24)
Similar arguments show that
EXW (q jYN )− EXW (qK jYN )! 0 i:p: (PXW ) uniformly in N as K !1:
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Thus, in order to prove (22), it suces to show that for any K <1
EXW (qK jYN )− QHK;N ! 0 i:p: (PXW ): (25)
Now
EXW (qK jYN ) = N;N ;
where (N;n; n= 0; 1; : : : ; N ) is dened as follows:
N;0 = 1;
N;n =
nY
k=1
EXW (exp( g0K;k−1(X )Zk −
1
2
k gK;k−1(X )k2) jYN ) for n> 0: (26)
N;N can be expanded as follows:
N;n+1 = (1 + g0K;n(X )n+1)N;n + RN;n+1; (27)
where n = N;n − N; (n−1) for n= 1; 2; : : : ; N ,
RN;n+1 = f 12 g0K;n(X )EXW (Zn+1Z 0n+1 jYN ) gK;n(X )− 12k gK;n(X )k2
+ 18k gK;n(X )k42 − 12 g0K;n(X )n+1k gK;n(X )k2
+ 16EXW (( g
0
K;n(X )Zn+1 − 12k gK;n(X )k2)3
 exp(( g0K;n(X )Zn+1 − 12k gK;n(X )k2)) jYN )gN;n
for some 0<< 1 depending on the term in the exponential. Similarly,
QHK;N =	N;N ;
where
	N;0 = 1;
	N;n+1 = (1 + g0K;n(X )n+1)	N;n + TN;n+1 + UN;n+1 (28)
TN;n+1 =
(
1
2
( g0K;n(X )n+1)
2 − 1
2
k gK;n(X )k2H+
1
8
A2n+1 −
1
2
g0K;n(X )n+1An+1
+
1
6

g0K;n(X )n+1 −
1
2
An+1
3
exp



g0K;n(X )n+1 −
1
2
An+1
)
	N;n;
UN;n+1 =
1
2
(k gK;n(X )k2H− An+1)	N;n; (29)
and
An+1 =
Z (n+1)
n
kgK; t(X )k2H dt
for some 0<< 1 depending on the term in the exponential. Thus,
EXW (qK jYN )− QHK;N = N;N + N;N ;
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where
N;0 = N;0 = 0;
N;n+1 = (1 + g0K;n(X )n+1)N;n + RN;n+1 − TN;n+1;
and
N;n+1 = (1 + g0K;n(X )n+1)N;n − UN;n+1:
Since gK is bounded, for any p>1
sup
n;N
EXW
p
N;n6 sup
n;N
EXW exp
 
p
nX
k=1

g0K;k−1(X )Zk −
1
2
k gK;k−1(X )k2
!
6 sup
N
EX exp

p(p− 1)
2
Z T
0
k gK; i(t)k2 dt

<1;
and a similar bound applies to 	N;n, and so
sup
n;N
EXW (−1(RN;n − TN;n))2<1
and
sup
n;N
EXW (−3=2EXW (RN;n − TN;n jF(n−1)))2<1:
Theorem 1 in Newton (1986) thus shows that
sup
n;N
EXW (−1=2N;n)2<1; (30)
and so
N;N ! 0 i:p: (PXW ):
Also,
EXW2N;n+1 = (1 + k gK;nk2H)EW2N;n − 2EWN;nUN;n+1 + EWU 2N;n+1
6 (1 + k gK;nk2H+ )EW2N;n + (1 + −1)EWU 2N;n+1
6 (1 + C)EW2N;n + 2
−1EWU 2N;n+1;
where C<1, and so
EW2N;N 6
NX
n=1
(1 + C)N−n2−1EWU 2N;n
6 B
NX
n=1
exp(C(T − n))−1
 Z n
(n−1)
(gK; t − gK;n−1)0HgK;t dt
!2
6 B
NX
n=1
exp(C(T − n))
Z n
(n−1)
((gK; t − gK;n−1)0HgK;t)2 dt
6 B
Z T
0
exp(C(T − t))((gK; t − gK; i(t))0HgK;t)2 dt; (31)
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where B<1. By a standard property of cadlag functions
kgK; t − gK; i(t)k = −1
∥∥∥∥∥
Z (i(t)+1)
i(t)
(gK; t − gK;s) ds
∥∥∥∥∥
6 −1
Z (i(t)+1)
i(t)
kgK; t − gK;sk ds
6 sup
i(t)6s6(i(t)+1)
kgK; t − gK;sk
! 0 a:e: (Leb PX ); (32)
where Leb indicates Lebesgue measure on [0; T ], and since the integrand in (31) is
bounded,
N;N ! 0 i:p: (PXW ): (33)
Thus we have proved (25).
Now, since EXW j (X ) j q=EX j j<1, the sequence ((X )EXW (q jYN ); N ) is uni-
formly integrable (PXW ) and, by Markov’s inequality, uniformly integrable (PX ) in
probability (PW ). (See the appendix.) It is shown below that, under PXW ; N )p
HZ . The arguments used above to prove the continuity of EXQA() also show that
EX (Q0())b is continuous (where b= a=(a− 1) for a as in (8)), and since
PW (EX (Q0
p
HZ))b <1) = 1
it follows that
lim
C!1
sup
N
PW (EX (Q0(N ))b >C) = 0; (34)
and so, by (18) and part (i) of Lemma A.1 in the appendix, ((X )QH (N ); N ) is
uniformly integrable (PX ) in probability (PW ). Part (ii) of Lemma A.1 thus shows that
EX (X )EXW (q jYN )− EX (X )QH (N )! 0 i:p: (PW ):
Using once again the weak convergence of N , it follows that, for any > 0
lim sup
N
PW (EXQH (N )<)<PW (EXQH (
p
HZ)< 2); (35)
and, because of the equivalent of (14) for the limit estimator, this limit probability
can be made arbitrarily small by choosing  appropriately. This, and the equivalence
of PXZ and PXW , establishes (ii).
Consider, now, the product space (XZ Z;XZ Z), where ( Z; Z) is identical
to (Z;Z). A standard invariance principle (see, for example, Ethier and Kurtz, 1986,
Chapter 7) shows that, under PXWW (=PXW  PW ),
(Z; N ; q(X; Z))) (Z; ZH ; q(X; Z));
where
ZH = HZ + J Z;
X; Z and Z are the co-ordinate processes X (x; z; z) = x, etc. and J is a d  d matrix
such that
HH 0 + JJ 0 = H;
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so that, in particular (and as used earlier),
N )
p
HZ
under PXWW . For any continuous and bounded function  : Z Z! R and any C<1
EXZW(Z; N )− EXZW(Z; ZH )
=EXWW ((Z; N )− (Z; ZH ))q(X; Z)
=EXWW ((Z; N )− (Z; ZH ))(q(X; Z) ^ C)
+EXWW ((Z; N )− (Z; ZH ))(q(X; Z)− q(X; Z) ^ C);
where EXZW and EXWW represent expectation with respect to the product measures
PXZW (=PXZ  PW ) and PXWW , respectively. Since the integrand in the rst term is
a bounded and continuous function of (Z; N ; q) and the second term can be made
arbitrarily small, uniformly in N , by appropriate choice of C
(Z; N )) (Z; ZH )
under PXZW . Result (iii) follows because FH is continuous.
Part (iii) of Theorem 2.1 shows that the eect of pre-processing is to reduce the
asymptotic signal-to-noise ratio matrix of the estimator by the factor H . The con-
sequences of this on other measures of performance, such as error probability for
discrete signal estimators, mean-square error, etc. are discussed in Newton (2000). In
particular, it is shown there that if two pre-processing operations result in asymptotic
signal-to-noise ratio matrices of H1 and H2, and H1{H2 is positive semi-denite, then
the pre-processing operation that results in H1 is at least as good as that resulting in
H2 in terms of all reasonable performance criteria. Thus, it is possible to optimise
pre-processing operations within specic classes.
Various classes of pre-processing operation for estimators for discrete-state signals
are considered in Newton (2000) in the wider context of observation noise which is
not necessarily Gaussian. Specic mention is made here of quantisation of the sampled
observations (2).
Let h be the discrete-valued function
h(z) =
X
J2J
JBJ (z);
where the index set, J (=M) could be innite, the BJ are disjoint Borel sets in Rd
with non-zero Lebesgue measure whose union is Rd, and B is the indicator function
of the set B. Then the function f of (12) is given by
f(J ) =
Z
BJ
u exp(−kuk2=2) du
Z
BJ
exp(−kuk2=2) du
−1
and
H = (2)−d=2
X
J2J
f(J )f0(J )
Z
BJ
exp(−kuk2=2) du:
In particular, if the BJ are the rectangles
BJ = (tj1 ; tj1+1) (tj2 ; tj2+1)     (tjd ; tjd+1);
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Table 1
Optimal quantisation thresholds for standard Gaussian noise. (To three decimal places)
Number of
bits (1) Thresholds 
1 0 0.637
2 0 0:982 0.833
3 0 0:501 1:050 1:748 0.965
4 0 0:258 0:522 0:800 1:100 1:437 1:844 2:401 0.990
where
J = (j1; j2; : : : ; jd) for ji 2 f0; 1; : : : ; kg;
and −1= t0<t1<   <tk < tk+1 =1; then M =J= f0; 1; : : : ; kgd,
fi(J ) = (N (tji+1)− N (tji))−1
Z tji+1
tji
un(u) du
and
H = diagifg;
where
=
kX
j=0
(n(tj+1)− n(tj))2
N (tj+1)− N (tj)
and n() and N () are the standard (uni-variate) Gaussian density and cumulative dis-
tribution functions, respectively (with obvious conventions regarding 1).
The best thresholds (tj) are clearly those that maximise . These are given in Table 1
for k = 2l for the rst few values of l, along with the corresponding values of . As
this shows, the reduction in asymptotic signal-to-noise ratio arising through the use of
1-bit quantisation is a factor of only 2=, and the factor rapidly approaches unity as
the number of bits of quantisation, l, increases.
We nish this section with two specic examples of estimation problems satisfying
the hypotheses of Theorem 2.1.
Example 1. Filter for Diusion Signal. Suppose that (Xt 2Rm; t 2 [0;1)) is a diu-
sion process on 
 satisfying the stochastic dierential equation
Xt = X0 +
Z t
0
b(Xs) ds+
Z t
0
(Xs) dVs;
where (Vt 2 Rm; t 2 [0;1)) is an m-dimensional standard Brownian motion, indepen-
dent of X0, and b :Rm ! Rm and  :Rm ! Rmm are appropriately smooth coecients.
(See below.) Suppose that the observations available are represented by (1) with
gt(x) = ~g(xt)
for some function ~g :Rm ! Rd. Finally, suppose that X0; b;  and ~g satisfy the following
conditions:
(D1) there exists an > 0 such that
E exp(kX0k2)<1;
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(D2) there exists a C<1 such that, for all u; v 2 Rm
kb(u)− b(v)k+ k(u)− (v)k6Cku− vk
and
k(u)k6C;
(D3) ~g has continuous rst and second derivatives, and there exists a C<1 such
that, for all u 2 Rm,
mX
i=1
∥∥∥∥ @@ui ~g(u)
∥∥∥∥6C
and
mX
i; j=1
∥∥∥∥ @2@ui@uj ~g(u)
∥∥∥∥6C(1 + kuk);
then (H1) is satised and, by Ito^’s rule,Z T
0
z0t dgt(X ) =
Z T
0
z0tL ~g(Xt) dt +
Z T
0
z0tD ~g(Xt) dVt
where
L=
mX
i=1
bi
@
@ui
+
1
2
mX
i; j=1
(0)i; j
@2
@ui@uj
and D is the (row vector) jacobian operator
D=

@
@u1
@
@u2
   @
@um

;
and so
exp
Z T
0
z0t dgt(X )

= exp
Z T
0
(z0tL ~g(Xt) + z
0
tD ~g(D ~g)
0(Xt)zt) dt

Lz;
where
Lz = exp
Z T
0
z0tD ~g(Xt) dVt −
Z T
0
z0tD ~g(D ~g)
0(Xt)zt dt

:
The Cauchy{Schwartz inequality thus shows that
E exp
Z T
0
z0t dgt(X )
2
6E exp

2
Z T
0
(z0tL ~g(Xt) + z
0
tD ~g(D ~g)
0(Xt)zt) dt

EL2z
6E exp

Kkzk

1 +
Z T
0
kXtk dt + kzk

EL2z
6E exp
 
Kkzk+ (K + K2−1)kzk2 + 
Z T
0
kXtk dt
2!
EL2z
for any > 0 and some K <1. The (m + 1)-vector process (Xt;
R t
0 kXsk ds) is the
solution of a stochastic dierential equation whose coecients satisfy the conditions of
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(a multi-dimensional version of) Theorem 4:7 in Liptser and Shiryayev (1977), from
which it follows that there exists an > 0 such that
sup
06t6T
E exp
 

 
kXtk2 +
Z t
0
kXsk ds
2!!
<1:
This, together with (D3), establishes (H2). Also, since z0tD ~g(Xt) is bounded
EL2z = 1;
(see, for example, Liptser and Shiryayev, 1977, Chapter 6), and so
E exp
Z T
0
z0t dgt(X )

6exp(K1(1 + kzk2))
for some K1<1. This, and the fact that for any > 0 and any C<1
CkX0k6−1C2 + kX0k2
establishes (H3).
Suppose, for some ~ :Rm ! R; that there exists a C<1 such that
j ~(u)j6exp(C(1 + kuk)) for all u 2 Rm;
then, for any a<1 and  as above
j ~(u)ja6 exp(Ca(1 + kuk))
6 exp(Ca+ C2a2−1 + kuk2);
and so , dened by
(x) = ~(xT );
satises (8). Thus Theorem 2.1 provides results on the convergence of linear exponen-
tial moments of XT , as well as all polynomial moments.
Example 2. Filter for Markov Chain Signal. Suppose that (Xt 2 N; t 2 [0;1)) is
a time-homogeneous Markov chain on 
 with right-continuous sample paths, and rate
matrix ; i.e. for > 0
Pj(X = i) =

i;j+ o() if i 6= j;
1 + i;j+ o() if i = j;
where Pj is the distribution of X starting from the initial value j. Suppose that the
available observations are given by (1) with
gt(x) = ~g(xt)
for some ~g :N ! Rd. Finally, suppose that X0;  and ~g satisfy the following condi-
tions:
(C1) there exists an > 0 such that
E exp(X 20 )<1;
(C2) there exist > 0 and C<1 such that, for any i; j 2 N,
i;j6C exp(−(i − j)2);
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(C3) there exists a C<1 such that, for any i; j 2 N,
k ~g(i)− ~g(j)k6Cji − jj;
then (H1) is satised. For some z 2 Z, let
Lzt =
Z t
0
z0s dgs(X );
then (X; Lz) is Markov. Let D be the set of functions f:N  R ! R for which there
exists a C<1 such that
jf(i; u)− f(i; v)j6exp(C(i + juj+ jvj))ju− vj for all u; v 2 R and i 2 N (36)
and
jf(i; u)j6exp(C(i + juj)): (37)
Then, for any f 2 D and any 06t < t + 6T
Et; j;uf(Xt+; Lzt+) = f(j; u) +
1X
i=1
f(i; u+ z0t ( ~g(i)− ~g(j)))i;j+ o();
where Pt;j;u is the distribution of (X; Lz) starting from the value (j; u) at time t. I.e.
(X; Lz) has generator  z, given by
( zt f)(j; u) =
1X
i=1
f(i; u+ z0t ( ~g(i)− ~g(j)))i;j;
whose domain contains D. Thus, choosing f(j; u) = exp(u),
E exp(Lzt ) = 1 +
Z t
0
E exp(Lzs)
1X
i=1
exp(z0s( ~g(i)− ~g(Xs)))i;Xs ds
6 1 +
Z t
0
E exp(Lzs)
1X
i=1
exp(Ckzk ji − Xsj)i;Xs ds
6 1 +
Z t
0
E exp(Lzs)
1X
i=1
exp(C2kzk2−1 + ji − Xsj2)i;Xs ds
6 1 +
Z t
0
exp(K(1 + kzk2))E exp(Lzs) ds (38)
for some K <1, where C is as in (C3) and < of (C2). (H3) follows from (C1),
(C2), (38) and the Gronwall lemma. Similar techniques establish (H2).
Suppose, for some ~ :N! R, that there exists a C<1 such that
j ~(j)j6exp(Cj) for all j 2 N;
then, by arguments similar to those used in the previous example, , dened by
(x) = ~(xT );
satises (8). Thus Theorem 2.1 provides results on the convergence of linear exponen-
tial moments of XT for this example, also.
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These examples can easily be generalised to include interpolators, where the aim
is to estimate ~(XT−), and extrapolators, where the aim is to estimate ~(XT+), for
some  2 (0;1). They can also be generalised to include signals that are not time
homogeneous, as well as more general Markov signals.
3. Approximations to pre-processed estimators
Part (ii) of Theorem 2.1, apart from being a step in the proof of part (iii), shows that
the optimal estimator based on the pre-processed observations (3) can be approximated
via the robust version of the limit estimator ((9) with A = H) or, more practically,
via any uniformly robust approximation to the limit estimator that uses only samples
of the observations process, ZH . Note, in particular, that quantised samples should
not be used with the robust version of the original estimator ((9) with A = I) or its
approximations.
In any uniformly robust approximation to the limit estimator that uses only sam-
ples of the observation process, the fact that N was dened to be piecewise linear,
as opposed to (say) piecewise constant, is immaterial; the piecewise linear denition
was chosen purely for convenience in the proof of Theorem 2.1. However, the rate of
convergence in (11) is poor. The reason for this is that the factor QH (N ) in FH (N )
matches only low-order terms in expansion (27) for the Radon{Nikodym derivative
EXW (q jYN ). In fact the presence of the term
R T
0 kgt(X )k2H dt in QH (N ), rather thanPN
n=1 k gn−1(X )k2H, introduces an error term (29) whose rate of convergence is de-
pendent on g satisfying a Holder continuity condition in t. Approximations to the
pre-processed estimator with better rates of convergence can be obtained if more terms
in expansion (27) are matched.
For any N 2 N, and any sequence y 2 MN , let
 N; i(y) =
E(X )Q^N; i(y)
EQ^N; i(y)
for i = 1; 2; 3; (39)
where
Q^N;1(y) = exp
 
NX
n=1
g0n−1(X )f(yn)
1=2 − 1
2
Z T
0
kgt(X )k2H dt
!
;
Q^N;2(y) = exp
 
NX
n=1

g0n−1(X )f(yn)
1=2 − 1
2
k gn−1(X )k2H
!
; (40)
Q^N;3(y) = exp
 
NX
n=1
 
g0n−1(X )f(yn)
1=2 − 1
2
g0n−1(X )(ff
0(yn)
+ I − S(yn)) gn−1(X )
!!
;
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g is as dened in (20), f is as dened in (12), and S : M ! Rdd is any measurable
function such that
S  h() = E(0 j h()) (41)
for a standard d-dimensional Gaussian random variable . (h, of course, is the pre-
processing function of (3)). Then  N;1(YN ) is the approximation to the pre-processed
moment E((X ) jFY;N ) obtained via the robust version of the limit estimator,  N;2(YN )
is the approximation obtained from a (robust) sampled-data version of the limit esti-
mator, and  N;3(YN ) is a higher-order approximation.
Theorem 2.1(ii) shows that E((X ) jFY;N )−  N;1(YN ) converges to zero in proba-
bility. The following proposition establishes the convergence and rates of convergence
of the other approximations.
Proposition 3.1. (i) If (H1){(H3) hold; then for any  satisfying (8);
E((X ) jFY;N )−  N;2(YN )! 0 in probability:
(ii) If; in addition to (H1){(H3);
(H4) (ff0 + I − S)  h(u) is positive semi-denite for all u 2 Rd; then for any 
satisfying (8),
E((X ) jFY;N )−  N;3(YN )! 0 in probability:
(iii) If; in addition to (H1) and (H3);
(H2+) supt; xkgt(x) k<1; then; for any  satisfying
Ej(X )ja <1 for all 06a<1; (42)
and any p> 0;
Ej−1=2(E((X ) jFY;N )−  N;2(YN ))jp ! 0; (43)
and for any  satisfying (42) and any < 12 ;
−(E((X ) jFY;N )−  N;2(YN ))! 0 almost surely: (44)
(iv) If; in addition to (H1), (H2+) and (H3);
(H5) for every A 2 h−1(M); fu 2 Rd: − u 2 Ag 2 h−1(M); then; for any  satisfying
(42) and any p> 0,
Ej−1(E((X ) jFY;N )−  N;3(YN ))jp ! 0; (45)
and for any  satisfying (42) and for any < 1;
−(E((X ) jFY;N )−  N;3(YN ))! 0 almost surely: (46)
Remark. 1. (H4) ensures that  N;3 is well dened in part (ii) of the proposition.
(Without it E Q^N;3(y) could be innite.) The problem does not arise if g is bounded,
and so (H4) is not needed in part (iv). (H4) is satised by the rectangular quantisation
technique discussed in Section 2, as shown by Lemma A.2 in the appendix.
2. Clearly the convergence in part (ii) of the proposition is not contingent on the
condition in (H4) holding for all u 2 Rd but only for almost all u (Lebesgue measure).
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The stronger condition, which limits the choice of versions of f and S, is used so that
 N;3 is well dened for all data sequences y.
3. Under the symmetry condition (H5), the following higher-order terms, which
would otherwise be needed in Q^N;3 for rst-order convergence, disappear:
−1
2
Z
Rd
g0n−1(X )(f  h(u)) g0n−1(X )(S  h(u)) gn−1(X )n(0; I)(u) du 3=2
and
1
2
Z
Rd
( g0n−1(X )(f  h(u)))3n(0; I)(u) du 3=2;
where n(0; I) is the d-dimensional standard Gaussian density. (H5) is satised by the
rectangular quantisation technique discussed in Section 2, provided that the thresholds
(ti) are placed symmetrically about the origin.
4. Let the mappings
 N;i :MN ! P(X;X) for i = 2; 3;
be dened by
 N;i(y)(B) =
EXB(X )Q^N; i(y)
E Q^N; i(y)
for B 2 X:
Then parts (iii) and (iv) of Proposition 3.1 show that, for any < 12 and any < 1, the
signed random measures −(P(X 2  jFY;N )− N;2(YN )()) and −(P(X 2  jFY;N )−
 N;3(YN )()) converge to the zero measure in the sense of the topology discussed in
Remark 2 following Theorem 2.1, almost surely. Thus  N;2(YN ) and  N;3(YN ) are,
respectively, order 12 and order 1 approximations to the distribution of X conditional
on the pre-processed observations.
Proof. The notation used will be the same as that used in the proof of Theorem 2.1.
Since
Q^N;2(YN )6Q
0(N );
where Q0 is as dened in (7), and provided (H4) is satised
Q^N;3(YN )6Q
0(N );
it follows from (34), Lemma A.1(i) and inequalities similar to (18) for Q^N;2(YN ) and
Q^N;3(YN ) that the sequences ((X )Q^N;2(YN ); N ) and ((X )Q^N;3(YN ); N ) are uniformly
integrable (PX ) in probability (PW ). Thus, because of (22), Lemma A.1(ii) and (35),
in order to prove parts (i) and (ii) of the proposition it suces to show that
Q^N;1(YN )− Q^N;2(YN )! 0 i:p: (PXW ) (47)
and
Q^N;2(YN )− Q^N;3(YN )! 0 i:p: (PXW ): (48)
Now Z T
0
kgtk2H dt −
NX
n=1
k gn−1k2H6
Z T
0
(kgtk2H − k gn(t)k2H ) _ 0 dt
! 0 a:s: (PX )
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because of (H2), the equivalent of (32) for g, and Lebesgue’s dominated convergence
theorem, and so
EW jQ^N;1(YN )− Q^N;2(YN )j
=EW exp
 
NX
n=1
g0n−1(X )n
!

exp

−1
2
Z T
0
kgt(X )k2H dt

− exp
 
−1
2
NX
n=1
k gn−1(X )k2H 
!
6 exp

1
2
Z T
0
kgtk2 dt


exp

−1
2
Z T
0
kgtk2H dt

− exp
 
−1
2
NX
n=1
k gn−1k2H 
!
! 0 i:p: (PX ); (49)
which proves (47). Let
N =
NX
n−1
g0n−1(X )(H − ff0(YN;n)− I + S(YN;n)) gn−1(X );
then, for some K <1,
EW2N 6K
NX
n=1
k gn−1k42
6K
NX
n=1
 Z n
(n−1)
kgtk2 dt
!2
6K
Z T
0
kgtk2 dt max
n
Z n
(n−1)
kgtk2 dt
! 0 a:s: (PX );
which, together with a bound for jQ^N;2(YN )− Q^N;3(YN )j similar to (49), proves (48).
Suppose now that (H1), (H2+), (H3) and (H5) hold. Let (N;n; n = 0; 1; : : : ; N )
be as dened in (26), but with gK replaced by g (which is now bounded), and let
(	N;n; n= 0; 1; : : : ; N ) be (re-)dened by
	N;n = exp
 
nX
k=1

g0k−1(X )fk
1=2 − 1
2
g0k−1(X )(fkf
0
k + I − Sk) gk−1(X )
!
;
where fk =f(YN;k) and Sk = S(YN;k); then EXW (q jYN ) =N;N and Q^N;3(YN ) =	N;N :
Now
N;n+1 −	N;n+1 =

1 + g0n(X )fn+1
1=2 − 1
2
g0n(X )(I − Sn+1) gn(X )

 (N;n −	N;n) + VN;n+1;
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where
VN;n+1 = f 18k gn(X )k42 − 12 g0n(X )fn+1k gn(X )k23=2 + 16EXW (A3n+1 jYN )
+ 124EXW (A
4
n+1 exp(An+1) jYN )gN;n
−fBn+1Cn+1 + 12C2n+1 + 16 (Bn+1 + Cn+1)3
+ 124 (Bn+1 + Cn+1)
4 exp((Bn+1 + Cn+1))g	N;n;
An+1 = g0n(X )Zn+1 − 12k gn(X )k2;
Bn+1 = g0n(X )fn+1
1=2;
Cn+1 = 12 g
0
n(X )(Sn+1 − I − fn+1f0n+1) gn(X );
and 0<; < 1 (depending on An+1 and Bn+1 + Cn+1, respectively).
For any p>0
EXW	
p
N;n6EXW exp
 
p
nX
k=1

g0k−1(X )fk
1=2 +
1
2
g0k−1(X )Sk gk−1(X )
!
6EXW exp
 
p
nX
k=1

g0k−1(X )Zk +
1
2
( g0k−1(X )Zk)
2
!
= EX
nY
k=1
EW exp

p

g0k−1(X )Zk +
1
2
( g0k−1(X )Zk)
2

and so
lim sup
N
sup
n
EXW 	
p
N;n <1; (50)
and, because of (H5)
EXW (B3n jF(n−1)) = EXW (BnCn jF(n−1)) = 0;
and so, for any p>0
lim sup
N
sup
n
EXW j −3=2VN;njp<1
and
lim sup
N
sup
n
EXW j −2EXW (VN;n jF(n−1))jp<1:
Theorem 1 in Newton (1986) thus shows that
lim sup
N
EXW j −1(N;N −	N;N )jp<1: (51)
Now
E((X ) jFY;N )−  N;3(YN ) =
EX (X )(N;N −	N;N )EX (N;N +	N;N )
2EXN;NEX	N;N
−EX (X )(N;N +	N;N )EX (N;N −	N;N )
2EXN;NEX	N;N
(52)
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and it follows from Jensen’s inequality that, for any p>0,
sup
N
EW (EXN;N )−p6 sup
N
EXW 
−p
N;N
and
lim sup
N
EW (EX	N;N )−p6 lim sup
N
EXW 	
−p
N;N :
The right-hand sides of these two inequalities can be shown to be bounded by the
same techniques as used to prove (50), and so Holder’s inequality can be applied to
(52) to prove (45).
Similar (but simpler) arguments prove (43); (44) and (46) follow from (43) and
(45) by the Borel{Cantelli lemma.
Approximations  N;2 and  

N;3 are appropriate for the ‘one-shot’ estimation of X . One
way of calculating the integrals in (39) is to use Monte Carlo techniques; i.e. to simu-
late many outcomes of (X ) and the discrete-time process ( gn(X ); n=1; 2; : : : ; N ), and
then to approximate  N;i by averaging over these outcomes. The aim of pre-processing
is to make these calculations easier than those for approximations to the moment based
on raw observations, E((X ) jFZ). This is certainly achieved by quantisation; for ex-
ample, if 1-bit quantisation of each of the components of the sampled observation,
ZN;n, is used then the rst part of the sum in Q^N;2 involves only one oating-point
multiplication per simulated outcome, rather than the Nd multiplications required for
the estimator based on raw observation samples. Another interesting feature of 1-bit
quantisation of this form is that the rst-order statistics of the pre-processed observa-
tion, (f(YN;n); 16n6N ), contain all the pre-processed information, and so the second,
S(YN;n) and higher-order statistics are redundant. In particular, this manifests itself as
the equality of  N;2 and  

N;3.
The approximations Q^N;2 and Q^N;3 for the Radon{Nikodym derivative q(X; Z) can
also be used with time-recursive, Monte Carlo approximations for nonlinear lters, such
as particle methods. For example, Crisan and Lyons (1997, 1998) have developed
nonlinear ltering techniques for diusion signals, in which a set of particles with
positions (X it ) evolve according to the dynamics of the signal process between the
points of a regular time partition, 0<< 2<    , and branch into random numbers
of particles at these points according to a procedure involving the values of q for the
particles over the preceding interval
qk(i) = exp
 Z k
(k−1)
~g0(X it ) dZt −
1
2
Z k
(k−1)
k ~g(X it )k2 dt
!
:
Pre-processed versions of these techniques are obtained if qk(i) is replaced by the
equivalent of Q^N;2 or Q^N;3 evaluated on (sub)-partitions of the intervals [(k − 1); k].
They have the computational advantages described above.
One of the features of the product-space formulation of the optimal estimator (16)
is its generality; however, for more specic estimation problems such as nonlinear
ltering, interpolation and extrapolation, it is often possible to represent the optimal
estimator in a more useful, time-recursive form. Suppose that (Xt 2 E; 06t6T ) is a
Markov process taking values in some metric space E, and that we wish to estimate
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Xt for each t given observations of form (1), where gt(X ) = ~g(Xt). Let (x) = ~(xt),
then the product-space formula (16) for the nonlinear lter takes the form
E( ~(Xt) jFZt ) =
t( ~)
t(1)
;
where, for appropriate functions ~ : E ! R,
t( ~) = E0( ~(Xt)q(X; Z) jFZt ):
Here, X is the space of cadlag functions, DE[0; T ], q is the Radon{Nikodym derivative
of (15), and E0 is expectation with respect to P0, where dP0 = q−1(X; Z) dP. Under
appropriate technical conditions, if ~ belongs to the domain of the generator of X , A,
then ( ~) satises the Zakai equation (Zakai, 1969),
0( ~) = E ~(X0);
dt( ~) = t(A ~) dt + t( ~ ~g
0) dZt: (53)
This corresponds to an innite-dimensional stochastic dierential equation for the
measure-valued process t(:). A number of discretisations have been developed for it
(see, for example, Kushner, 1979; Picard, 1984a,b; Korezlioglu and Mazziotto, 1984;
Bennaton, 1985; Di Masi et al., 1985; Le Gland, 1989, 1992; Budhiraja and Kushner,
1998). Given a time-recursive formula for (n; n= 0; 1; : : :) (either exact or approxi-
mate),
^n(:) = (^n−1(:); (Zs; (n− 1)6s6n)) for n= 1; 2; : : : ; N;
one obtains a corresponding formula for a pre-processed lter by taking the FY;N -
conditional mean, under the reference measure P0 on both sides.
For example, suppose that (Xt 2 f1; : : : ; mg; 06t6T ) is a nite-state, time-homo-
geneous Markov chain with rate matrix . Since X evolves on a nite set of states the
measure t(:) has nite support and the measure-valued equation corresponding to the
Zakai equation becomes the following d-dimensional stochastic dierential equation:
dt = t dt +
dX
i=1
~Git dZi; t : (54)
Here t is the m-vector with components
t; j = E0(fjg(Xt)q(X; Z) jFZt );
and
~Gi = diagjf ~gi(j)g for i = 1; 2; : : : ; d:
The pre-processed version of (t) is the discrete-time m-vector process (n) with com-
ponents
n;j =E0(fjg(Xn)q(X; Z) jFY;N \FZn)
=E0(n;j jFY;N ):
In this case we can write down in closed form an exact discrete-time recursive formula
for (n; n= 0; 1; : : : ; N )
n = (n−1);n(n−1) for n= 1; 2; : : : ; N;
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where (s; t ; 06s6t6T ) is the matrix fundamental solution of (54). The correspond-
ing recursive formula for (n; n=0; 1; : : : ; N ) is (from basic properties of conditional
expectation)
n =E0((n−1);n jYN;n)n−1
= R(YN;n)n−1:
If the pre-processing operation is quantisation to a nite set of values then the matrix
R(y) can be computed to any desired precision (o line) for each value of y and stored
in a ‘look-up’ table. The only calculation then required ‘on line’ is the multiplication of
n−1 by the appropriate matrix, R(YN;n), retrieved from the look-up table. Thus, in this
case, we are able to compute an arbitrarily accurate approximation to the exact lter
based on quantised samples, for a xed investment in ‘on-line’ computational eort.
Compare this with the lter based on un-quantised samples of Z , where we have to
use an approximation { for example that provided by the Milshtein scheme (Milshtein,
1974):
^0 = 0;
^n =
0
@I + + dX
i=1
~GiZn; i +
1
2
dX
i; j=1
~Gi ~Gj(Zn; iZn;j − Ii; j)
1
A ^n−1: (55)
A numerical implementation of this would involve a considerable number of oating
point multiplications, and we would still only have an approximation to .
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Appendix
Consider a product space (
1  
2;F1 F2; P1  P2) supporting a sequence of
real-valued random variables (Xn; n = 1; 2; : : :) that are integrable (P1) almost surely
(P2). We say that the sequence is uniformly integrable (P1) in probability (P2) if, for
any > 0,
lim
C!1
sup
n
P2
 Z
f j Xn j>Cg
jXn j dP1>
!
= 0:
The following lemma extends some basic results on uniform integrability.
Lemma A.1. Let (Xn) be a sequence of real-valued random variables; each of which
is integrable (P1) almost surely (P2).
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(i) If there is a p> 1 such that
lim
C!1
sup
n
P2(E1 jXnjp>C) = 0;
then (Xn) is uniformly integrable (P1) in probability (P2).
(ii) If
Xn ! 0 i:p: (P1  P2)
then
E1 jXn j ! 0 i:p: (P2)
if and only if (Xn) is uniformly integrable (P1) in probability (P2).
Proof. (i) follows from the following inequality:
P2
 Z
fjXnj>Cg
jXnj dP1>
!
= P2
 Z
fjXnj>Cg
Cp−1jXnj dP1>Cp−1
!
6 P2(E1jXnjp>Cp−1):
Now, for any 0<<C<1,
E1jXnj =
Z
fjXnj>Cg
jXnj dP1 +
Z
fC>jXnj>g
jXnj dP1 +
Z
f>jXnjg
jXnj dP1
6
Z
fjXnj>Cg
jXnj dP1 + CP1(jXnj>) + ;
and so, for any >,
P2(E1jXnj> 3)6 P2
 Z
fjXnj>Cg
jXnj dP1>
!
+ P2(P1(jXnj>)>=C)
6 P2
 Z
fjXnj>Cg
jXnj dP1>
!
+ C−1(P1  P2)(jXnj>):
If (Xn) is uniformly integrable (P1) in probability (P2) then the rst term on the
right-hand side of this expression can be made arbitrarily small, uniformly in n, by
appropriate choice of C, and the second term converges to zero as n ! 1 by hy-
pothesis; thus E1jXnj ! 0 i.p. (P2). Conversely, if there is an > 0 such that, for all
C<1,
sup
n
P2
 Z
fjXnj>Cg
jXnj dP1>
!
>;
then, since each Xn is integrable (P1) almost surely (P2),
lim sup
n
P2(E1jXnj>)> lim sup
n
P2
 Z
fjXnj>Cg
jXnj dP1>
!
> :
This proves (ii).
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Lemma A.2. If X has the uni-variate; standard; Gaussian distribution then
var(X jX 2 (a; b))61 for all−16a<b61: (A.1)
Proof. Let
f(a; b) =E(X 2 jX 2 (a; b))− 1
=
 Z b
a
exp(−x2=2) dx
!−1
(a exp(−a2=2)− b exp(−b2=2))
and
g(a; b) =E(X jX 2 (a; b))
=
 Z b
a
exp(−x2=2) dx
!−1
(exp(−a2=2)− exp(−b2=2)):
Then
var(X jX 2 (a; b))− 1 = f(a; b)− g2(a; b)
from which (56) follows immediately if a60 and b> 0. Suppose, now, that 06 a<b
61; then
@f
@b
=
 Z b
a
exp(−x2=2) dx
!−2
exp(−b2=2)
Z b
a
(b2 + 1− x2)exp(−x2=2) dx:
> 0;
from which it follows that f(a; b)6f(a;1). So, since g(a; b)>a,
f(a; b)− g2(a; b)<f(a;1)− a2
= a((
p
2T (a))−1 exp(−a2=2)− a);
where T is the standard Gaussian tail area function. This last term is less than 0 since
T (x)<
1p
2x
exp(−x2=2) for all x> 0:
This proves (56) for the case 06a<b61. The case −16a<b60 follows by
symmetry.
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